
 QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS LIST FOR STATION(S) Quarter of  2022

DATE Time DURATION:

2:14

1

4/3/22 625am 5:10

2
4/6/22 625am 3:00

3
4/19/22 605am 1:00

4

4/24/22 605am 8:25

5
5/2/22 720am 3:00

6
5/13/22 920am 3:00

7

5/15/22 605am 9:19

8

5/18/22 1220pm 1:00

 

9
6/6/22 820am 3:00

10

6/19/22 610am 7:48

11
6/24/22 820am 3:00

12

The following is a list of some of the more significant community issues addressed by this/these station(s) for the quarter specified.  This listing is by no means complete, nor is the order in which these issues appear, 

intended to imply any degree of priority or significance of the issues.

ISSUE DESCRIPTION: PROGRAM SEGMENT: DISCUSSION IN SEGMENT:               

Example:  New beach alert program Peggy's 7:00AM Newscast Mayor McClair urges council to pass law   

Longevity/Personal Finance Info Tracks

Dr. Harding led research that found that a person’s credit score can predict when they will die. He 

said having a low credit score doesn’t mean someone is more likely to die young. He explained 

the two major connections between mortality and credit scores,

Election results & Local News Michael Dukes Michael reportson the post election results as well as a the upcoming of the snow storm.

Facemasks off at Alaska Airlines Brad Erickson

Brad reports to listeners that face masks are now optional on all planes and airports in Alaska 

under new guidance from the governement.

Substance Abuse/Mental Health Info Tracks

Many people question whether drinking has become too big a part of their lives, and worry that it 

may even be affecting their health. Ms. Grace shared her personal struggles with alcohol 

addiction and how she quit. She debunked myths connected to social drinking. She also 

discussed societal pressures, psychological factors, and other reasons people drink.

First Avian Flu & local news Michael Dukes

Michael talks about the first case of avian flu in the state and what's happening with it. As well as 

other local and state news.

Iditarod Penalties reversed & Local news Michael Dukes Iditarod officals reverse penalties on some of the finishers. Also cover other local/state news.

Productivity/Workplace Matters Info Tracks

Mr. Paxton discussed the difficulties everyone faces when downsizing or trying to declutter their 

home or workplace. He said most of the emotional obstacles are connected to memories that are 

attached to physical objects. He offered suggestions on how to begin a reorganizing project and 

to persevere to the end.

Seward Highway Ramp Closures Rachel Odom

Telling listeners that Thurs. evening 5/19, SEWARD HWY ON-AND-OFF RAMPS at DOWLING 

RD to be CLOSED as well as DOWLING RD between Brayton Dr. and Homer Dr. Homer Dr. 

frontage road access to Dowling Rd. will be CLOSED. 

New Election System & Local news Michael Dukes

Michael talks about the new Rank Choice voting system being used in Alaska for the first time. 

Other local/state news as well.

Women's Issues/Mental Health Info Tracks

Dr. Ginis led a study that found that just a half-hour of exercise can have a profound effect on a 

woman’s body image, making her feel both stronger and thinner. She noted that women, in 

general, have a tendency to feel negative about their bodies and, she explained how that poor 

body image can have negative implications for a woman’s psychological and physical health.
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Rockslide in Skagway & Local News Michael Dukes

Talks about the damage to cruise ships in Skagway after a rockslide struck the dock. Other 

local/state news as well.

1ST 2ND 3RD 4TH


